Aras Innovator 10.0 SP5

Enhancements in Version 10.0 SP5


Printing
Introduced support for printing to PDF from the main search grid, Forms, and the Gantt Chart.



Firefox 31 ESR
Introduced support for Firefox 31 ESR on the client.

Issues Fixed in Version 10.0 SP5
Table 1:

Required

Framework

Issue #

Description

Yes

031619

Introduced support for Firefox 31 ESR on the client in in addition to support for
Firefox 24 ESR.

Yes

022913,
022914,
021021,
018939,
027595,
030575,
030865

Printable View support has been enabled for forms, the main search grid, and
the Project Gantt chart.
1. Forms will print only the contents of the Form frame, and not the
relationships views attached. Content will be printed “as displayed”
and will not attempt to show content not visible in a field through the
user interface.
2. The main search grid will print content “as displayed” and will not
attempt to show content not visible in a cell through the user
interface.
3. The Gantt chart will mimic the behavior of the previous functionality.
All of the Gantt chart frame will be printed. The Project Tree frame
will print all rows, but only the columns visible in the user interface
will be printed.
Printable view will not send any content directly to the printer, but rather will
write the information to a PDF based on the displayed layout. Content larger
than one page will overlap with the previous pages to prevent loss of content
when the PDF is generated.

Yes

022801

Improvements to Form rendering

Yes

026863,
026874

Updates to the code responsible for uploading of files to the vault server. These
changes are focused on better handling of error conditions that may occur
during the file upload.

Yes

027207

Improved performance of structure browser for very large structures.

Yes

028433

Fixed condition that could cause setTabVisible to fail when attempting to show
multiple hidden relationship tabs programmatically.

Yes

029214

Fixed a use case where the “Rebuild Keyed Names” action can fail from Firefox.

Yes

027713,
027713

Fixed issues that could prevent removeRelationship from executing in client
Methods

Yes

026710

Fixed an error in the Form editor user interface that could prevent changing the
data source for a Field in Internet Explorer 11
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